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Sons of Liberty  
An Italian Grandmother Inspires Unique Spirits  

Written by Daniel Lieberman 
Photography by Scott Erb and Donna Dufault

When Mike Respucci started thinking about making whiskey, he turned 
to two sources for his inspiration. The first was Dave Pickrell, former 

Master Distiller for Maker’s Mark Bourbon Whiskey distillery, in Loretto, 
Kentucky. Pickrell provided advice and guidance to Sons of Liberty as 

they started crafting their first products. 

The second—in some ways more important—influence on Respucci was 
the example of his Italian grandmother, whose cooking inspires the  

philosophy of quality that forms his style and shapes Sons of Liberty’s  
approach to making great spirits.  
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First of all, like all Italian cooks, Nonna 
used only the best ingredients. Just as 
important as the ingredients was the 
slow, patient way she would add now 
this chopped pancetta and now that 
cup of milk to deepen the flavor over 
many hours. Mike calls it “layering,” and 
he approaches crafting fine spirits the 
same way. 

Sons of Liberty , based in South 
Kingstown, Rhode Island, uses only 
top-quality ingredients. They cold distill 
their spirits to leave more of the layers 
of flavor lovingly added in making the 
distiller’s mash—a beer-like concoc-
tion that is the raw material for whiskey, 
just as wine is for brandy. Unlike con-
ventional bourbon makers, who distill 
their whiskey at up to 160° F, or Irish 
whiskey makers who go up to 180°,  
Sons of Liberty distills its whiskeys at a  
cool 124°.

In general, Sons of Liberty’s blends 
average about 1 1/2 to 2 years old, 
long enough for these already-flavorful 
spirits to settle down in the barrel and 
develop a smooth and mellow char-
acter. The company has been making 
whiskey for about four years and will 
develop more aged whiskeys as a natu-
ral consequence of having been around 
longer. Mike Respucci will not cheat 
with “hothouse aging” to simulate the 
natural aging process. Nonna’s kitchen 
wisdom rules: If you’re proud of the fla-

vor of your cooking, you don’t need to 
put a sauce on it to cover it up. 

Two single malt American whiskeys, 
Uprising and Battle Cry, are Sons of 
Liberty’s flagship products. Uprising 
starts with the heavier, darker bar-
ley malts used in stout and is double 
distilled. Battle Cry is a lighter-bodied 
whiskey, based on a Belgian-style ale. 
The variety of flavors and preference 
for seasonal ingredients and style char-
acteristic of contemporary craft beers 
has influenced other offerings. Pumpkin 
Spice Whiskey, an autumn release, was 
made with 32,000 pounds of pumpkin 
and a traditional mix of spices. Sons of 
Liberty Seasonal Hop Flavored Whis-
key, which started life as an India Pale 
Ale-style brew, was voted Best Ameri-
can Flavored Whiskey in the 2015 

World Whiskies Awards. 
True Born Gin has a unique pedigree: 

It starts as a Belgian Wheat mash, in-
fused with coriander, sweet orange peel, 
licorice, lemongrass, juniper berries, 
and two kinds of hops. It’s distilled four 
times for smoothness, again at a low 
temperature. It’s distinctly a London dry 
gin style spirit, but unlike many brands, 
which are actually distilled grain neutral 
spirits with flavorings added, True Born 
sticks to Sons of Liberty’s philosophy of 
using the best ingredients and patiently 
layering in the desired flavors. 

What’s next for Sons of Liberty? 
They’re experimenting with different 
styles of beer to find suitable candi-
dates for distilling, so there will continue 
to be new releases of unique, seasonal 
spirits. 



Visit www.solspirits.com/home  to learn more 
about the products and where to buy them. 
The distillery offers Saturday tours and tastings 
every 30 minutes from 12–3:30PM ($10.00), 
and after-work Friday Night Flights from 4:30–
7:30PM ($10.00). Call 401.284.4006 or email  
info@solspirits.com for more information.
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